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QUESTION 1

What is one setting that a network administrator can configure for user roles in an Aruba solution? 

A. DHCP pool 

B. ClientMatch rules 

C. source NAT 

D. Maximum session 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

What is required for a WLAN that uses WPA2-Enterprise security? 

A. a Web server to host a login portal 

B. a shared password to secure access to the WLAN 

C. RADIUS server or servers 

D. a policy to allow unauthenticated users to receive RADIUS 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A company deploys an Aruba wireless solution for the first time. In which deployment is clustering supported? 

A. deployment as Mobility Masters (MMs) 

B. deployment as a standalone VMC 

C. deployment in 7000 Series standalone mode 

D. deployment in master-local mode 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The exhibit shows output from a Mobility Master (MM) dashboard. What is a valid reason for the administrator to click
the akamai square under applications? 

A. to create filter rules in order to control wireless user access to this application 

B. to download a report about the usage of this application over time 

C. to see more details about this application, such as a list of aggregated sessions 

D. to see the break down for only roles, destinations, WLANs and devices that use this application 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A company has an Aruba solution with a guest WLAN named exam_guest. A network administrator creates the guest
WLAN with the wizard and does not change any of the default roles. The authentication server does not send particular
role assignments for authorized users. The company wants to deny guest access to specific IP rnages after the guests
authenticate. For which role should the administrator create the rule to deny this traffic? 

A. exam_guest-guest-logon 

B. authorized 

C. guest-logon 

D. guest 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A company has a Mobility Master (MM)-based solution with an employee WLAN Several users report that they can
connect to the WLAN, but they cannot access all of the resources that they should. Where should the network
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administrator look in the MM interface to find the roles to which these users are actually assigned? 

A. Configuration > Policies and Roles 

B. Dashboard > Security 

C. Dashboard >Clients 

D. Configuration >WlANs > Profiles > AAA Profile 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

What is a reason for a company to choose to deploy an Aruba 7024 Mobility Controller (MC) rather than an Aruba 7010
MC? 

A. to support 802.11ac Aps rather than only 802.11n APs 

B. to support more wireless users 

C. to support more POE devices directly connected to the MC 

D. to support a faster firewall throughput rate 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which improvement does ArubaOS 8 offer for the Client Match feature? 

A. It checks the compliance posture for Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) endpoints to improve security. 

B. It enables the application of unique CM rules for specific client types. 

C. It checks client behavior against a wider array of rules to detect more DoS attacks and intrusion attempts. 

D. It offloads client load balancing decisions to local controllers. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit. 
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The exhibit shows output from a Mobility Master (MM) dashboard. What does the health status indicate? 

A. It takes the AP about twice as long to send data to the client as expected if all transmissions succeeded. 

B. About half of the heartbeats the client sends reaches the Mobility Manager (MM). 

C. The maximum data rate that 802.11ac supports is about twice as high as the data rate the client uses. 

D. The client device only complies with about half of the rules in the endpoint health policy. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A company has many 7220 controllers in its Aruba wireless architecture. A network administrator wants to 

use the Traffic Analysis dashboard in order to monitor which type of applications is being used by wireless 

users. 

What is required for this implementation? 

A. Airmatch and ClientMatch must be enabled. 

B. The solution must have active PEFNG licenses. 

C. Firewall policies must include application filtering rules. 

D. WLANs must use the decrypt-tunnel forwarding option. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

A customer has a large campus that requires 400 Aruba 335 APs to support a total of 20,000 wireless users and
12Gbps of traffic. Although the customer wants two controllers for redundancy, each controller must be able to support
all of the APs and users on its own. Which Aruba Mobility Controller models meet the customer requirements and DO
NOT unnecessarily exceed them? 

A. Aruba 7024 controllers 

B. Aruba 7210 controllers 
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C. Aruba 7240 controllers 

D. Aruba 7030 controllers 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A company has an Aruba solution that is monitored by AirWave. Several users have recurring connectivity and
performance issues with their wireless clients. How can network administrators use AirWave to minitor these clients
more easily? 

A. Specify the clients as Watched Cliesnts and view the tables and graphs for these clients. 

B. Click the Down icon in the Airwave banner to quickly see a list of issues with client connections. 

C. Use the Client > Tags windows to tag the client for periodic checks and analysis. 

D. Run Device Summary reports and filter for the client MAC addresses within the report. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

How can network administrators upgrade AirMatch on an Aruba Mobility Master (MM)? 

A. Upgrade Client Match as part of a global software upgrade, and upgrade AirMatch separately as a loadable service
module (LSM). 

B. Upgrade Client Match and AirMatch separately as loadable service modules (LSMs). 

C. Upgrade AirMatch and Client Match through a global software upgrade. 

D. Upgrade AirMatch as part of a global software upgrade, and upgrade Client Match separately as a loadable service
module (LSM). 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 14

What is a valid way to deploy an Aruba Mobility Master (MM)? 

A. as a subscription-based service through the Aruba cloud 

B. as a role on a Mobility Controller 7030 that is deployed as a standalone controller 

C. as a virtual appliance on a server that meets the recommended hardware requirements D. as a role on a Mobility
Controller 7240 that is deployed as a master controller 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 15

Refer to the exhibits. 

Exhibit 1 

Exhibit 2 

Exhibit 3 
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A network administrator creates a guest WLAN on an Aruba Mobility Manager (MM). The exhibits show some of the
settings for the WLAN. The administrator does not change the policies for those roles. 

How does the firewall control guest clients when they first connect to the WLAN? 

A. It permits them to send any DHCP traffic and DNS and web traffic to the Internet. It redirects web traffic destined to
the private network to a login portal. 

B. It permits them to send any DHCP and DNS and it redirects all web traffic to a login portal. 

C. It permits them to send any DHCP and RADIUS traffic. It redirects all web traffic destined to the Internet to a login
portal and drops web traffic destined to the private network. 

D. It does not permit them to send any traffic until they are authenticated. 

Correct Answer: B 
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